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Abstract 

At the accelerator laboratory of the TUE, two electron accelerators- so called 
racetrack mierotrous or RTM's - are being constructed. One of both will have 
to accelerate electrous from 5 to 25 Me V and shall opera te as the electron souree 
for a free electron laser. The other will inject in the storage ring EUTERPE and 
therefore has to produce electrousatan energy of 70 MeV. 

The main purpose of the present study has been the research regarding space 
charge effects in the RTM's. Due to the large peak current of 100 A in the small 
electron bunches, the defocusing effect of the internal electric fields caused by mu
tual electron interactions might become comparable to or even exceed the external 
magnetic focusing forces. 

For the study of space charge, a Hamiltonian description with full coordinate 
coupling has been used, leading to a set of thirteen differential equations, descrih
ing the time evolution of the expectation values of the spatial bunch properties. 
The time dependent parameters necessary for solving these differential equations 
have to be supplied by separate orbit integrations. These have been carried out 
for the non-homogeneous dipole magnets of the RTM, making use of the developed 
median plane field model that includes the effect of interacting fringe fields. These 
calculations have also been used for determining the optimum dipole sector geom
etry, i.e. one providing closed isochronous orbits and stabie transverse focusing. 
Moreover, a separate Hamiltonian theory on longitudinal RF focusing has been set 
up, and its results are included in the main space charge Hamiltonian. 

From some representative calculations it has been concluded that, with respect 
to external focusing, the space charge forces have a 5 to 25% influence on the beam 
dynamics, and can therefore not simply be omitted in stability calculations. 
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Introduetion 

This report presents the results of a graduate study, performed in the Accelera
tor Physics Group, within the group of Nuclear Physics Techniques and Partiele 
Physics at the Eindhoven University of Technology (TUE). Main scope of the re
search has been the investigation of some important charaderistics of a so-called 
"racetrack microtron" (RTM), a specific kind of electron accelerator. 

At the accelerator laboratory of the TUE, two RTM's are being constructed, 
each for a different purpose. One shall he stationed at the Twente University 
and will serve as the electron-souree for a Free Electron Laser (the MicroFEL
TEUFEL-project [BOT90]). This RTM has to produce electron-bunches at an 
energy of approximately 25 Me V. The second machine will he applied at the TUE as 
electron-injector for the electron/proton storage ring EUTERPE [BOT87], injecting 
at an energy of 70 Me V. The former of both RTM's will have to cope with electrons 
at an initialenergy of 5 Me V, the latter with electronsatan energy of approximately 
10 to 15 Me V. Due to the differing injection- and extractionenergies, the microtrons 
will have to he designed separately, yet they have many charaderistics in common. 
In this study, the main parameters of the 25 Me V RTM will he taken as a starting 
point for all calculations. Once this RTM has gotten to operate satisfactory, the 
adjustment of parameters to the specifications of the 70 Me V RTM will most likely 
he rather straightforward. 

The dipole magnets of the RTM must he designed carefully in order to obtain 
good quality output charaderistics and in order not to lose or blow-up the bunches 
during acceleration. In particular, the magnets must establish both isochronous 
and closed orbits, and must provide sufficient transverse focusing. Additionally, 
the RTM must he longitudinally stable, i.e. the oscillations in temporal width 
and energy spread must he small. These conditions require a thorough study of 
magnetic fields and beam dynamics in the RTM. Moreover, space charge effects 
have been predicted to he severe, so calculations had to he performed to study the 
effect of mutual electron interactions within the bunches on overall focusing. 

The above enumeration of design criteria provides a summary of subjects stucl
ied and reported in this paper. The main concern has been the effect of space 
charge, but obviously this phenomenon is highly dependent on the other subjects 
mentioned. Therefore, a description of all topics is given, hearing in mind the final 
application for space charge calculations. 
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In Chapter 1 a general view on the working of a racetrack mierotrou is given, 
the applied RVP magnet contiguration is briefl.y discussed and attention is paid to 
the subject of pulse selection. Chapter 2 provides a description of the field model 
developed, which should serve as a replacement for the less accurate hard-edge 
model. Chapter 3 describes a linear theory on uncoupled transverse focusing and 
results of orbit integrations are given. In Chapter 4 a more advanced model on 
focusing is given, using a coupled Hamiltonian description for an arbitrary reference 
orbit, and a Hamiltonian theory for synchrotron oscillations is presented. Finally, 
in Chapter 5, a space charge potential term is added to the basic Hamiltonian, 
calculations using the resulting set of differential equations are presented, and the 
infl.uence of synchrotron radiation, as transmitted by the electrous in curved orbits, 
is investigated. 



Chapter 1 

General View on the RTM 

In this chapter, a brief discussion of some generol features of a racetrack 
microtron is given, and relations between its main pararameters, such as 
magnetic field strength, eneryy, cavity voltage and RF-wavelength, are 
derived. The RVP magnet configumtion will be introduced and attention 
is paid to pulse selection. 

1.1 Layout and Parameters 

The appellation "racetrack microtron" is based on the fact that, although the 
RTM-design is basically derived from the better-known microtron, its orbits are 
no longer circular, yet resembie the tracks of racecourse, consisting of two straight 
sections, joined by two 180° bends. This is shown in figure 1.1. 

The two semi-eireular parts of the orbits are caused by the dipole bending 
magnets (magnetic field B), whereas the straight sections run through a field
free drift region of length L. As the electrons are accelerated by an energy gain 
D..T ~ e Vs each time they pass the cavity ( where Vs is the so-called synchronous 
voltage and e the electron charge), the radiuspof the circular orbits increases at 
each successive turn. Since the momenturn P of a partiele is uniquely determined 
by the magnetic rigidity as expressed in the equation 

Pfe = Bp, 

the average radius p depends on the kinetic energy T according to 

_ r.n0 c 
p(T) = f3r--=

eB 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

with c the velocity of light, r.n0 the electron rest mass and (3 and r the usual 
relativistic velocity and energy, defined and related by 

(3=~ 
c 

(1.3) 
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4 CHAPTER 1. GENERAL VIEW ON THE RTM 

50 cm 
L=SO CTn 

B=0.2 T 

----+-'---9--- 25 M eV 
i=l 

Ca.vity 

Figure 1.1: The orbits in the 25 Me V racetrack microtron. 

with v the electron velocity, E the total electron energy and E0 the electron rest 
energy (Eo = 0.511 MeV). For our 25 Me V RTM we have f3::::::: 1 and 10 < "f < 50. 

The physical dimensions of the RTM, the required total energy gain and the 
cavity voltage amplitude aleady define the numher of orhits to he used (N) and the 
magnetic field of the di pol es. The RF -wavelength of the cavity (~RF) can then he 
found hy demanding isochronism, meaning that the lengthof each orhit (numhered 
i) must he a natural multiple (say ni) of the RF-wavelength. The origin of this 
demand lies in the fact that, for proper acceleration, the reference electron within 
the hunch should always he accelerated at the same phase of the cavity voltage 
sine-wave; the other electrons in the hunch make small phase oscillations with 
respect to the the reference partiele {longitudinal stahility ). This condition may 
he expressed hy the equation 

(1.4) 

with 
Ti= To+ió.T {1.5) 

and T0 the {kinetic) injection energy. If we assume f3 = 1, equation (1.4) comprises 
a part valid for the first orhit only (i-independent), and a part which defines the 
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relation between successive orbits ( i-dependent ). Splitting these yields two separate 
equations, valid for any i: 

To 

tl.T 

Here we made use of 

( no - 2L ) tl.T - Eo 
ÀRF h 

ehE0B, 
- ARF· 

27rmoc 

n; = n0 + ih, 

{1.6) 

(1. 7) 

{1.8) 

i.e. the number of wavelengtbs in each orbit increases linearly with the orbit 
number. The symbol n0 represents the number of RF-wavelengths in the fi.rst 
(hypothetical!) orbit and h is the "harmonie number." Note that i = 0 merely 
represents injection, and not quite a full orbit, although it may he treated as such. 
Given the width of the dipole magnets (approximately 50 cm), the field-free sector 
separation (50 cm), the injection energy (5 MeV) and the extraction energy (25 
Me V), the other parameters can he calculated. The choices we made are shown in 
table 1.1. The values printed in the table will he assumed for all numerical calcula
tions throughout this report (performed by a comprehensive computer programme 
called CARAMEL [CAR90] that has been developed during the research period), unless 
explicitely mentioned otherwise. 

Table 1.1: The main parameters of the 25 Me V RTM. 

Cavity frequency liRF 1300 MHz 
Cavity voltage "Vcav 2.3 MV 

Cavity wavelength ÀRF 23.1 cm 
Dipole field B 0.2 T 

Dipole height 120 cm 
Dipole width 50 cm 

Extraction energy TN 25.7 Me V 
Harmonie number h 1 

Injection energy To 5.0 Me V 
Number of orbits N 9 
Orbit Separation 2tl.p 7.7 cm 

Sector Separation L 50 cm 
Wavelengtbs in first orbit no 7 

1.2 The RVP Magnet Contiguration 

If the RTM would he constructed with homogeneons dipole magnets as mentioned 
in the former section, the orbits would certainly he unstable: the fringe fields at 
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the edges of the dipoles act as defocusing force fields, blowing up the bunches 
vertically1• This effect is cancelled if elsewhere in the RTM sufficient vertical 
focusing is provided. 

One way of doing this, is by way of a low-field region ("valley'') in the bending 
magnets, e.g. as shown in figure 1.2. Approximating the fields as hard-edged (i.e. 

out 

Figure 1.2: General shape of the ]ow-field region (valley) in the left RVP magnet. 
The angles {) and a fully define the valley. 

neglecting all fringe fields), the valley must he triangular, and its angular point 
must he at the position where the bunches enter the dipole; calculations easily 
show that this is the only way to keep the orbits both closed and isochronous 
(the notion "closed" means that the non-homogeneous magnets must still provide 
a perfect 180° bend). This specific magnet contiguration will he referred to as 
"RVP magnet" [FR077]. The letters "R", "V" and "P" stand for ridge, yalley and 
E_lateau respectively, clearly indicating the actual spatial profile of the magnets and 
the shape of the resulting field. 

Being triangular, the valley may he defined by two angles {) and a as shown in 
figure 1.2. The low field in the valley is denoted by Bv, the high field surrounding 
it by Bp (subscript "P" standing for plateau). These fields are related by the 
convenient, dimensionless valley-depth parameter a: 

Bv 
a= Bp. (1.9) 

1 Note that in this paper, "vertical" usually means perpendicular to the orbit plane, whereas 
"horizontal" denotes perpendicular to the orbit, yet parallel to the orbit plane. 
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In order to have closed orbits, we demand the following relation between a, -a and 
a [DEL89]: 

1_1 1 
tan(a) = t:n(2-a) + sin(2-a) · (1.10) 

The condition of isochronism relates the choice of Bp to the values of B, a and -a: 
the bending-length through the RVP magnet must he equal to 1rp, yielding 

7r 7r-6 6 
-=-=--+-. B Bp Bv 

(1.11) 

Here 6 is the bending-angle through the valley which is equal to 1r - 4-a. Then we 
find 

Bp = { 1 + ~ (~- 1)} B = { ~- 4
: (~- 1)} B. (1.12) 

Summarizing, we conclude that the RVP configuration is fully defined by only two 
parameters, the lower angle -a and the valley depth a. Any choice of -a and a yields 
a different valley, with upper angle a and with specific field strengths Bp and Bv 
(B, of course, being a given constant). 

The RVP magnet improves transverse stability by means of edge focusing at 
the edges of the valley: since the electron beam does not cross the valley perpen
dicular to its edges, a net focal effect results. Naturally, the RVP magnet influences 
both horizontal and vertical focusing, and, additionally, the focusing changes with 
increasing energy2 • Therefore, the parameters -a and a must he chosen such, that 
the orbits are stabie in both directions for all energies required. 

Calculations using hard-edged fields have been carried out in previous research 
[DEL89] and yielded a rather large stability region in the a--a-plane. Since the 
focusing strength turned out to decrease with increasing energy, an optimum was 
found by demanding strong focusing for the first closed orbit, and gave a ~ 0.32 
and -a ~ 43°, resulting in a ~ 54°, Bp ~ 0.22 T and Bv ~ 0.07 T. Naturally, 
the hard-edge field approximation is merely a convenient method for getting a first 
impression on focusing. The effect of fringe fields on focusing will he examined in 
Chapter 3, where the more realistic field model of Chapter 2 shall he applied. 

1.3 Pulse Selection 

As mentioned before, the electron bunches should always he accelerated at the 
same phase of the cavity voltage sine wave. This implies that the RF frequency 
VJtF must he a natural multiple of the frequency of bunch injection into the RTM 
(vinj): 

(1.13) 

2This is caused by the fact that the ratio Lfp(T) decreases at increasing energy T. 
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The number Np is called the pulse selection number, indicating that at each Np'th 
period of the cavity RF-wave, a new bunch is injected into the microtron. In order 
not to overlaad the cavity and to prevent the bunches from mutual interactions, 
the cavity should never contain more than one bunch at a time. The pulse selection 
number must be chosen such as to conform to this demand. 

To calculate suitable pulse selection numbers, sepa!ate orbits are best described 
as non-closed revolutions of 21r, with a single pass through the cavity, as shown in 
figure 1.3. This deviant description is advantageous for two reasons: the positions 

Figure 1.3: The definition of a single orbit for pulse selection calculations. 

of injection and extraction are taken into account, and the number of orbits is equal 
to the number of accelerations (N). The numbering of the orbits runs from 1 up 
to and including N. The j'th orbit actually consists of two semi-revolutions with 
numbers i= j- 1 and i= j, as defined insection 1.1. Therefore, the number of 
wavelengths in the j'th orbit (N>.,;) is given by (see equation (1.8)): 

N>.,; = l [no + (j- 1)h) + î [no + jh] = no + (j -! )h. {1.14) 

For h = 1 this is nota natura! number, which is just an insignificant consequence of 
our definition of a single orbit. Note that n0 still refers to the number of wavelengths 
in a fictious, closed orbit at injection energy. The total orbit length, expressed in 
wavelengths (N>.,tot) is then given by 

N 

N>.,tot = L [no + (j - l )h) = N [no + l hN] , {1.15) 
j=l 

and the maximum number of pulses simultaneously in the RTM by 

Npulaes = r;: (no + !hN)]. {1.16) 

This is an averaged quantity and usually not a natural number: the number of 
bunches in the RTM actually oscillates between two adjacent integers. 
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The condition for suitable pulse selection numbers may now be derived as fol
lows. Suppose a specific bunch is in the cavity of orbit number b1 . Aftersome time, 
this samepulseis in orbit number b2 , and again in the cavity. Then the number of 
wavelengtbs traversed in this period (say N."1-~) should not be a natural multiple 
of the pulse selection number Np. We find 

~ 

N."1 -~ - L [no + (j-! )h]-! [no + (bt- 1)h]-! [no + b2h] 
i=bt 

( b2 - bt )[ no + ! h ( bt + b2 - 1)] . 

This expression should be evaluated for all b1 , b2 given by 

1 :s; b1 :s; N - 1 

bt + 1 :s; b2 :s; N 

(1.17) 

(1.18) 

yielding !N(N -1) values for N."1 -~. None of these should be a natural multiple 
of Np, thereby defining a set of suitable Np. 

For our RTM, we have h = 1, n0 = 7 and N = 9. Our full orbit length therefore 
is N>.,tot = 103.5, which is equal to 23.9 m, traversed in approximately 80 ns. A 
computer programme has been written to calculate suitable values for Np. Results 
are shown in table 1.2, listing the first ten values of Np and the matching values 
of Npulses· 

Table 1.2: The first ten suitable pulse selection numbers. 

Np 16 22 24 26 31 32 34 35 37 40 
Npulses 7 5 5 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 

Figure 1.4 shows the cavity load at pulse selection numbers 15 through 18. 
Horizontally the cavity periods are shown, and vertically the number of pulses 
simultaneously in the cavity at each period is plottedas a bar. lndeed, at Np = 16 
no more than one pulse is present in the cavity at all periods. Note that the 
total number of pulses in each graph is equal to 9, i.e. the total number of orbits! 
For future use, the value Np = 16 will be assumed, representing a pulse injection 
frequency ViDj = 81.25 MHz. 
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r f . 

0~~~~~~.-~~---.~~-r~ 
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Figure 1.4: Cavity load at pulse selection numbers (PS) 15, 16, 17 and 18. For PS 
16 our demands are met. 



Chapter 2 

Two Dimensional Field Model 

A description is given of a mathematica[ model, developed to calculate 
the median plane field in the RTM dipole magnets, making use of the 
basic three-dimensional RVP-magnet shape. 

2.1 Introduetion 

For examining the effect of fringe fields on the focal strength of the RVP magnet, 
in fact knowledge of the field of the entire dipole magnet is required. Only then 
the reference orbits can he calculated and the focusing forces he determined. 

For field calculations of dipole magnets, commercially available computer pro
grammes have been written, that basically solve the Poisson equation for a given 
pole configuration. These programmes require detailed information, e.g. about 
the magnet shape and material (magnetization and saturation curves) and about 
currents in the coils. With accurate input data, the resulting fields turn out to 
he rather reliable. However, running these programmes requires quite a lot of 
(CPU-)time, especially when a full three dimensional configuration should he cal
culated. Additionally, every small change in a given configuration requires a total 
recalculation of the so-called "mesh" and herefrom resulting field. 

In the present study, an optimum RVP magnet configuration still had to he 
found, and a lot of configurations had to he examined. Using full 3D Poisson 
calculations for each separate configuration would severely obstruct the search for 
an optimum and would greatly (if not entirely) limit the :flexibility the RVP model 
offers. Consequently, a theoretica! model, able to accurately simulate the median 
plane field of any given RVP magnet configuration, and able to instantly adapt 
itself to changes in the RVP magnet, was sought for, enabling numerous computer 
calculations with comparably very little effort. A description of this model is given 
in the following sections. 

11 



12 CHAPTER 2. TWO DIMENSIONAL FIELD MODEL 

2.2 Symmetrie Poisson Calculations 

Naturally, the field model should always take the results of "real" Poisson calcu
lations as a basis. First, the fringe field at the pole edge of a homogeneons dipole 
magnet has been examined. This field needs to he calculated only once, as it does 
not change when a valley is mounted in the dipole. The calculations can he car
ried out using the two-dimensional POISSON code [PÖI85), since the homogeneons 
magnet has got a( n almost) perfect planar symmetry: only one cross-section needs 
to he analyzed as to get an idea of the fringe field near the dipole edges. Using the 
resulting field, a mathematica! function descrihing the fringe field may he found by 
means of parameter-fitting. These calculations have been carried out by Webers 
and resulted in a model of the following form [WEB90]: 

{ 
Bp x$ -.óx 

Bpole-edge( X) = Bpe-((z+l1z)2 X > -.ÓX (2.1) 

Here, Bp is the homogeneons field strength in the magnet, x is the position (x = 0 
representing the physical pole-edge, see figure 2.1) and e and .óx are parame
ters obtained by curve-fitting. For the 25 MeV RTM, the gap-width between the 

A x 

I 
rrinjbe "Field. 

0 -----t-------!-,------:===--
1 I 
I I x 

X=O 

Figure 2.1: Conventions used in t~e edge-field model. 

magnet-poles has been taken 5 cm (i.e. 2.5 cm above and below the median plane), 
and the current in the coils such that a field B ~ 0.2 T resulted. In that case, the 
parameters e and .óx turned out to he 

{ e ~ 320 m-
2 

(2.2) 
.óx ~ 3.0 cm 

For convenience, the fields will he scaled on the value of Bp, resulting in a dimen
sionless field bpole-edge( x), given by 

{ 
1 x< -.óx 

bpole-edge(x) = e-((z+11z)2 x; -.óx (2.3) 



2.2. SYMMETRIC POISSON CALCULATIONS I3 

Adding a low-field region to the dipole magnets is less straightforward. As this 
valley is triangular, no fully symmetrie cross-section, suitable for processing by the 
POISSON code can he made. Therefore, calculations have to he performed using a 
3D code (e.g. TOSCA, [TOS85]), but unluckily we do nothave such a programme at 
our disposal. As a solution, cross-sections have been made at various positions, and 
these have been assumed to he symmetrie. This, of course, will result in incorrect 
field shapes, but once we know what the symmetrie field looks like, we also have 
a guide for reconstructing the actual non-symmetrie field. This will he explained 
later on. 

In a typical cross-section, the valley appears as a rectangular groove of width 
d. We now suppose that the field, resulting from this groove, can he written as a 
special kind of superposition of the separate fringe fields of both its edges. If one 
scales such, that the field in the valley would he zero in the absence of fringe fields 
(and one just outside the valley), then the actual fringe-fields willinteract with a 
kind of "logical OR" behaviour: if both fields are large (I), the resulting field will 
he large (I) as well; if only one is large (I), the other small (0), the large one will 
dominate (I); finally, if both fields are small (0), a small field (0) will result: 

bvalley = b" OR ba (2.4) 

with b" and ba the separate fringe fields, and bvalley the resulting valley-field (see 
figure 2.2). One way of writing down this OR-relation analytically with a smooth 
interpolation for scaled field values between 0 and I is by the equation 

(2.5) 

which obeys the logica} rules OR demands. Here b" and ba are found in a similar 
way as in equation (2.3) (x = 0 now representing either edge of the valley, and 
x > 0 being towards the centre of the valley), with Ç and ~x still unknown. Note, 
ho wever, that in this case the required sealing is clone according to 

Bi- aBp . 
bi = ( )B ; z E { t9, a} I-a p 

(2.6) 

with a the usual valley depth parameter (defined in Chapter I, equation (1.9)), re
sulting in dimensionless field with limits 0 and I fora realistic field with limits Bv 
and Bp respectively (see figure 2.2). Again, parameter fitting using the POISSON 
results would have to point out the best values for J.t, e and ~x, but these calcu
lations have not been carried out. For simplicity, it has been assumed that J.t = I 
and ~x = 3.0 cm, and only the value for Ç has been fitted. This resulted in 

(2.7) 

and gave a surprisingly good agreement between our model and the POISSON cal
culations. Even better results are obtained if one takes Ç = Ç( a), as worked out in 
(WEB90). 
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I : -8-edge c:J..,-edge I I &x ~x I. ·:/ -~:" •I 

I 1 
I 

13-e I 
I 
I b I 

13p I 
I 
I 
I _L _____ ,.... I 0 

I I 

Ia·~ 
-- ----r ------

I 

cl. I I .I ,. 
I I 

Figure 2.2: Schematic depietion of the conventions used for calculating the valley 
field from theseparate fringe fields of both valley edges in a typical cross-section. 
Note that the unscaled fields are shown (capita] B ); the effect of sealing is shown 
at the right (lower-case b ). 

2.3 Reconstruction of Non-Symmetrie Fields 

The actual non-symmetrie field of the triangular valley is now calculated by assum
ing that the fringe fields at either edge of the valley fall from Bp to Bv according to 
a formula similar to (2.3), but along lines reetangu/ar to the edges concerned. The 
field near or within the valley is then simply calculated by appointing the shortest 
distance from that position to both edges, calculating the appropriate fringe fields, 
and superposing these with the OR-model. 

The principle of rectangular projections is continued, even when the valley 
deviates from the purely triangular shape, as discussed in the next section. In 
general, the shortest distance from a point to a given curve may he calculated 
unequivocally if the local radius of curvature of the line is larger than the distances 
concerned (e.g. valley width). 

If the valley has a finite width near the main magnet edge (as will he the case 
in the next sections), the pole-edgefield and valley field mix, in this case not quite 
as an OR-model, but very much like a "logica! AND:" the smaller of both fields 
modulates the larger one: 

btotal = bpole.edge AND bvalley• (2.8) 
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Using the logical rules relating OR and AND, a consistent mathematica! represen
tation for the AND-model can he found from equation (2.5), which, using p. = 1 
again, turns out to he a simple multiplication: 

(2.9) 

Since bpole-edge is scaled differently from bvalley,.t.he resulting total field may best he 
written a!: an unscaled equation (reversing fomula (2.6)), yielding 

(2.10) 

Once the upper and lower boundary of the valley are known, the field Btotal(x) 
can he calculated at any position x. As an example, the median plane field of 
a triangular valley, represented by a = 0.32 and t9 = 41°, is shown as a three 
dimensional plot in figure 2.3, clearly displaying the infiuence of the fringe fields 
in the fact that, especially near the triangular point of the valley, the field cannot 
reach its full depth, as would he required for isochronism. In the next section, a 

Figure 2.3: The median plane field of a triangular valley represented by a = 0.32 
and t9 = 41°; note that the field map of the right RVP magnet is shown! 

method will bedescribed for adapting the valley shape such that all orbits are both 
closed and isochronous when fringe fields are taken into account. 

A final remark in this section regards the assumptions that have been made in 
the model above. Although we .believe that these assumptions are plausible, as yet 
we have not been able to verify their validity. The accuracy of the model can only 
then he determined, once real field-measurements on the RTM magnets have been 
carried out. 
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2.4 Fringe Fields and Isochronism 

Since fringe fields are included in the field-model as described above, the total 
length of the reference orbits will no longer obey the demand of isochronism. Es
pecially due to the fringe field within the valley, the average field as seen by an 
electron of given energy will increase and consequently the total orbit length will 
decrease. The inaccuracy of orbit length caused by the fringe fields is typically as 
large as 60% of the RF wavelength1 , resulting in a phase shift of 220°. N aturally, 
this has to be corrected! 

In the hard-edge model, the length of a closed reference orbit is given by the 
equation 

l(T) = 2 [L + pp(T) {~- 419 (~ -1) }] . (2.11) 

Di:fferentiating this with respect to t9 yields 

az (1 ) 
819 

= -Spp(T) ~- 1 . (2.12) 

Evidently, the orbit length varies linearly with 19, and any given length can be 
obtained by changing i) only2. When fringe fields are present, the "hard edge" 
derivative of t9 with respect to 1 (which is the inverse of equation (2.12)) is still a 
convenient quantity, expressing how to adapt the angle of the lower boundary of 
the valley in order to get a better approximation for the required orbit length. 

Starting with a purely triangular valley including the fringe fields, the reference 
orbit lengths are calculated by integrating the equation of motion 

cP-x {dx ...... } 
'"(mo dt2 = e dt x B(x) (2.13) 

over 27r for all energies required. Using the results, a new t9 is calculated for each 
separate orbit, resulting in a new, non-triangular valley. This process of orbit 
integration and valley adjustment is repeated until the length of each orbit is close 
enough to the isochronie length wanted. A suitable convergence criterion is 

(~~) < 1% (2.14) 

meaning that the average deviation of orbit length 6.1 should be less than one 
percent of the cavity wavelength, corresponding to a phase deviation of less than 
4 °. This criterion typically requires as little as eight iterations. Although a more 
accurate criterion turns out to be feasible, it would not be relevant due to the 
inaccuracy of the applied field model. · 

1This implies that the total orbit length per revolution has an inaccuracy of less than 10%, 
but that quantity is of no importance bere! 

2The expression "only" means that a does not have to change; the angle o: however must be 
altered according to equation (1.10), since its value is implicitely included in the equation for the 
orbit length (2.11)! 
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2.5 Fringe Fields and Closed Orbit Distortion 

A second negative manifestation of the fringe fields comes to light in the fact that 
the orhits are no longer closed. The hard edge model applied an upper valley 
angle a such that the orhits were perfectly closed. Fringe fields clearly disturh 
the orhits and cause large divergences of th~ reference orhits· when leaving the 
dipole magnets and entering the drift region. These divergences are corrected for 
hy way of a central corrector magnet as shown in figure 2.4. The corrector field is 

.-----r----J.~l----r-....... 
~ 
0) 

..----r---.1 ~L----t--.... 
~ 

Figure 2.4: The central corrector magnet has to minimize the closedorbit distartion 
by changing the sign of the "vertical" velocity component, thereby providing a 
perfect left/right symmetry. 

calculated for a homogeneaus corrector magnet of width Ie as 

Be = 2[Bp](T) t/J. 
Ie 

(2.15) 

Here [Bp](T) is the energy-dependent magnetic rigidity of the electroos and t/J 
the divergence angle in radians. H no special precautionary measures are taken, 
corrector fields up to 0.2 T may he necessary (for Ie = 5 cm), which is rather 
unattractive! 

Therefore, the upper valley houndary is altered in order to make the di vergences 
as small as possihle. For the hard-edge approximation it may he calculated that a 
divergence angle t/J is ohtained hy setting the angle a according to [DEL90] 

1 + {~ - 1) cos(219) - ~ cos(219 + 6) 
tan(o) = sin(219 + 6)- sin(t/;) (2.16) 
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with 

6 = "- 2d- arcsin { sin(2t?)- (;i~~) } . (2.17) 

For 1/J = 0, equation (1.10) is returned. Again, the application of this hard edge 
formula is continued in case of fringe fields: the orbit integration suppli~s the orbit 
divergence in the drift region (say 1/J'), and equation·(2.16) is used to calculate a 
corrected angle a by setting 1/J = -1/J'. 

This correction for a can he carried out simultaneously with the correction of 
{) for the adjustment of the orbit length. It turns out that this does not increase 
the number of iterations required, but very effectively decreases the divergences. 
When all orbits have been made isochronous, the necessary corrector fields are 
typically less than 1 mT, which is 200 times smaller than the 200 mT needed if no 
corrections for a were carried through! 

2.6 Cut-off Valley 

Although a valley providing isochronism and closed orbits can now he found, it 
still is imperfect in the sense that it will most likely cause unstable transverse 
focusing. The reason for this expectation will he discussed in the next chapter, 
but for now a solution is put forward by cutting off the valley at a distance dco 
from the pole edge, thereby providing a nearly homogeneaus field entrance for the 
electron bunches (see figure 2.5). It is clear that dco should at least he 2.ó.x, with 

Figure 2.5: The cut-off valley provides a more homogeneous entrance in the dipole 
magnet. 

.ó.x defined in equation (2.3). In order to get an impression of the effect of a cut-off 
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valley, the value dco = 8 cm has been chosen. The straight cut-off line causes a 
fourth fringe field beo, mixing with b" and ba according to the OR-model: 

Btotat(x) = Bpbpole-edge(x){a + (1- a)(b"(x) +ba( x)+ beo( x)- b"(x)ba(x) + 
-b"(x)bco(x)- ba(x)bco(x) + b"(x)ba(x)bco(x))}. (2.18) 

Due to the choice of dco, only the orbits with energy 9.6 Me V (i= 2) and upwards 
can easily he made isochronous and closed. The effect of the cut-off valley on the 
first orbits must he examined a posteriori. 

2. 7 Classification 

For future use, a convenient classification for the models described above will he 
used. A certain valley shall he referred to in the form: 

[ Characteristics ][a/19] (2.19) 

with "Charaderistics" being any one of the four listed in table 2.1. So, [I] [0.5 / 43°] 
will refer to a valley which is isochronie only and has a = 0.5 and '19 = 43°. 

Table 2.1: Classification of the valley models. 

T Purely .t.riangular valley 

I Valley which is isochronie only 

IC Valley which is isochronie and offers çlosed orbits 

ICC Valley which is isochronie, offers closedorbits at 9.6 MeV and on
wards, and has a _çut-off line at 8 cm 

2.8 Examples of Valleys and Fields 

The above models and methods are illustrated in figure 2.6. The graphs (a) 
through ( d) represent the valleys [T][0.32/41 °], [1][0.32/41 °], [IC][0.32/41 °] and 
[ICC)[0.32/41 °]. Although the latter three valleys are quite different from the 
purely triangular one, these valleys are still uniquely described by the set of pa
rameters a and '19 of the triangular valley they were originally derived from. The 
reason for this is that the valleys are actually made to behave as if they were tri
angular with the same set of parameters; this, naturally, has been obtained by the 
iterative orbit integrations described above. 

To get an indication of the difference between [I] and [IC], figure 2.7 shows the 
required corrector field in either case. Please note the vertical scales: more than 
100 mT for [I] and less than 1.5 mT for [IC]! 
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Figure 2.6: The four graphs shown represent examples of valleys of the kinds (a) 
[T], (b) [I], (c) [IC] and (d) [ICC]; the dashed lines represent the [T]-valley. 
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Figure 2.7: The corrector fields necessa.ry lor closed orbits in the cases (a.) 
[1][0.32/41°] and (b) [IC][0.32/41°]. Note the different vertica.l sca.les. 
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Chapter 3 

Uncoupled Transverse Focusing 

A linear theory on uncoupled transverse focusing in non-acceleroted or
bits is given in order to get a first view on the stability of the electron
bunches in the RTM. The equations of motion, the conditionfor stability 
and the obtained results are presented. 

3.1 Equations of Motion 

For examining the stability of electron bunches in the RTM from injection to ex
traction, the full orbit length including all accelerations should he considered. This 
approach, however, is only then sensible when the behaviour of the bunches in the 
separate, non-accelerated orbits is known. For a hard-edge approximation, it has 
been shown in [DEL89] that the stability condition for the bunches in such "iso
lated" orbits serves as a good indication for the stability of the RTM as a whole, 
thanks to the adiabatic changes in focusing strength. We believe that this property 
still holds when fringe fields are included. 

The basic equation of motion descrihing the central reference orbit is given by 
formula (2.13). The equations for small, horizontal and vertical deviations around 
this reference orbit may he derived independently, yielding an uncoupled, linear 
theory. 

For horizontal motion, only the median plane vertical field B1 near the reference 
orbit is needed. Therefore, the field gradient rectangular to the orbit ( 8Bz/ 8x) and 
the local radius of curvature p fully determine the horizontal equation of motion, 
which is given by the differential equation 

tf2x ( 1 1 8Bz) 
ds2 =- p2 + B

1
p 8x x. (3.1) 

Here s is the orbit parameter and x the rectangular displacement with respect to 
the reference orbit, i.e. the horizontal displacement. 

23 
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For vertical focusing, the second derivative of z with respect to s is determined 
by Bx(z), the horizontal field component at vertical distance z. Using V x Ë = Ö, 
we find 8Bx/8z = 8Bz/8x, yielding 

(3.2) 

and the vertical equation of motion becomes 

d'lz 1 8Bz -=---z. 
ds2 Bzp 8x 

(3.3) 

Evidently, no more information than the local radius of curvature and the field 
gradient rectangular to the reference orbit is needed fora full description of linear, 
uncoupled motion. This information is easily generated during reference orbit 
integration, and serves as direct input fora programme which solves the two second 
order differential equations (3.1) and (3.3). 

3.2 Stability 

As the theory is linear, only two integrations have to he performed, one with 
initial conditions (x = z = 1, dxfds = dzfds = 0) (parallel beam), and one with 
(x= z = 0, dxfds = dzfds = 1) (point source). Note that units are arbitrary! 

The stability condition can he derived from matrix theory, which states that 
the trace Trof the 2x2-matrix (M) descrihing one revolution in (x, dxfds)- or (z, 
dzfds)-space should satisfy the condition [DEL89] 

- 2 < Tr(M) < 2. (3.4) 

In the above description, the trace is found by adding the final displacement of the 
parallel beam and the final divergence of the point souree (a.u.!): 

Tr(M) = ( ~ ) T · M ( ~ ) + ( ~ ) T · M ( ~ ) . (3.5) 

Then, the stability condition for the entire microtron is reduced to the stability 
condition of horizontal and vertical motion for each separate orbit. 

3.3 Results 

Taking a second look at equation (3.3), one can easily see that stabie vertical 
motion requires 8Bz/ 8x < 0 ( otherwise exponential growth of the beam properties 
results). Therefore, the curve of 8Bzl8x along a reference orbit provides insight 
regarding the possibility of vertical stability (which is more critical than horizontal 
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stability). Although no definite answer on stability can he given until integration 
of the differential equations has been carried out, comparison of the 8Bz/ 8x graphs 
at various configurations gives an indication of which behaves best. 

Figure 3.1 shows the 8Bz/8x curves as seen by an electron of 12 MeV in the 
configurations [1][0.32/41 °], [IC][0.32/41 °] and [ICC][0.32/41 °]. These curves are 
typical for other energies and other values of~ and fJ in the same configurations as 
well. 

Orbit length (Tn) Orbit length (Tn) 

...... 3 E 
~ ,-1 -,- L I I 
'- 2 I I I I 

I I I I 
lt I I 
'tl I I 

~ 
I \ I 
I ~ I 

I I 

..:.:. 0 
'tl • .c -f • d 
'tl 

: -2 (c) ~ • '- -3 
IQ 0.0 0.5 t.O 1.5 2.0 2.5 

Orbit length (Tn) 

Figure 3.1: The field-gradient curves of the 12 Me V relerenee orbit lor the configu
rations (a) [fj[0.32/41°], (b) [IC][0.32/41°] and (c) [JCC][0.32/41°]; lor convenience 
the the actual field curves are drawn as wel] (dashed, in arbitrary units). 

All three curvescan he split up in two halfs being each other's mirror image. 
This is caused by the fact that the right dipole magnet is the mirror image of the 
left one, and by the fact that the electrans traverse the right magnet in a reversed 
direction. Therefore, only the first four peaks in the 8Bz/8x curves need to he 
analyzed. 

These peaks are caused by entrance in the left magnet (+),crossing of the lower 
valley boundary ( + ), crossing of the upper valley boundary (-) and exit from the 
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magnet ( +) respectively. Only one negative peak is present, which should fully 
compensate for the defocusing effect of the remairring three positive peaks. 

The main difference between the three configurations seems to he the height 
and shape of the first positive peak, at the magnet entrance. This peak is largest 
for [IC], where the valley is broad near the entrance point, causing large gradients. 
Configuration [I] has a triangular point near the magnet edge and therefore the 
peak is not quite as high. Note that the exit-peak is slightly negative thanks toa 
small, non-corrected divergence. The best results are obtained with configuration 
[ICC], exhibiting a comparably small entrance peak, thanks to the cut-off valley. 

Hearing these results in mind, orbit integrations have been performed with 
numerous combinations of a and {) for each of the three configurations discussed. 
The results of the orbit integrations for a given energy and configuration may 
he presented as a contour map, showing "equi-trace" lines of the horizontal and 
vertical trace in the a-fJ-plane. The regions bounded by Tr = -2 and Tr = 2 then 
form a stability region for that specific energy and configuration. Not all these 
maps are shown in this report, but a general condusion based on the obtained 
contour plots is, that the area of the stability regions indeed rapidly decreases 
when going from [ICC] to [I] to [IC]. Therefore, only the stability regionsof [ICC] 
are shown in figure 3.2, at the energies 9.6, 15 and 25 MeV. 

The drawn lines indicate trace contours from -2 up to and induding 2. Addi
tionally, trace contours of -4, -3, 3 and 4 are represented by dashed lines. These do 
not provide stability, but give an indication of trace-gradients outside the stability 
region. The shape and position of the contour lines is roughly similar to the shape 
obtained by the hard edge model [DEL89]. However, the condusion to he drawn 
from these graphs is that no common stability region can he found, i.e. no region 
exists where both horizontal and vertical motion is stabie at all energies. This 
condusion also holds for the [I] and [IC] configurations. 

A choice of a ~ 0.42 and {) ~ 40° seems to he best for several reasons. First of 
all, it causes stabie vertical motion at all energies and stabie horizontal motion at 
higher energies. Secondly, the low value of () allows for the future implementation 
of higher values - even when the valley is irrevocably carved in the dipole magnets 
- simply by adding material to the valley, insteadof having to cut off more iron. 
For this practical reason, a low value for a and {) is generally favourable. 

For a = 0.42 and {) = 40° we get a = 59°, hence the valley has an angular 
width of a bout 19°. The plateau has a field strength Bp = 0.23 T, so we get 
Bv = 0.097 T. For this field, the physical depthof the valley in the dipole magnet 
must he 35 mm. Using these parameters, the shape of (ICC]-type valley has been 
ca.lculated and its focusing properties have been determined. These are listed in 
table 3.1. The orbit lengthand corrector field have been optimized from 9.6 Me V 
onwards. For these energies, the orbit length is on the average accurate up to 0.6% 
of the cavity wavelength; the corrector field averages approximately 0.8 mT. The 
data regarding the energies 5.0 and 7.3 Me V are induded for completeness and are 
evidently not quite as good. The small correctorfield for 5 MeV, however, implies 
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Table 3.1: The properties of the [ICC][0.42/40°] valley. 

I T (Me V) I ~1/ ÀRF (%) I Be (mT) I Tr(H) I Tr(V) I 
5.0 -58 0.50 1.96 4.09 
7.3 -38 24 0.163 19.5 
9.6 -2.0 3.0 -4.18 -0.296 
11.9 -0.23 0.20 -4.61 13.9 
14.2 -0.43 0.39 -3.24 0.712 
16.5 1.8 -1.8 -2.85 0.892 
18.8 -0.39 1.2 -2.39 1.47 
21.1 -0.65 0.46 -1.74 -0.730 
23.4 0.008 -0.26 -1.49 -1.08 
25.7 0.024 0.00 -1.22 -1.32 
28.0 -0.007 0.00 -0.981 -1.45 

that the electron beam can be injected rectangularly to the RVP magnet. As might 
be expected, the accuracy of orbit length visibly increases with increasing energy, 
due to the lessening effect of (interacting) fringe fields. For increasing energy, the 
necessary corrector fields decrease as well. The horizontal trace exhibits a smooth, 
adiabatic increase with energy, but reaches the stabie region only after 18.8 MeV. 
The vertical trace lies in the stabie region for nearly all energies, but seems to 
he a more wildly varying function of energy. This non-adiabatic behaviour might 
lead to an instabie accelerating process when the evolution of a bunch of particles 
through the microtron as a whole is considered. From these observations we infer 
that we currently have an optimum that does not meet all our demands ... 

3.4 Staircase Valley 

A possible solution for the currently instabie stability optimum may be sought in 
the alteration of the lower boundary of the valley, as to decrease its defocusing 
effect, e.g. by a "staircase model" (see figure 3.3), in which subsequent orbits 
cross the "steps" rectangularly. This will greatly reduce the field gradient, yet 
calculations shall be diflicult and unreliable due to the limited accuracy of the field 
model applied (remember that a demand for its validity was expressed as: the local 
radius of curvature of the valley edges should be larger than the disfances concerned; 
for the staircase model this demand will no longer be met!). 

A smooth method for mounting the staircase is by way of a superposition of 
a sine-wave with wavelength Àsc equal to the "horizontal" orbit separation at the 
crossing of the boundary, which is 

Àsc ~ mBoc sin(2'19)~1 
e P 

(3.6) 
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Figure 3.3: The staircased valley might supply a common stability region . .. 

with .Ó..! the energy increase from one orbit to the next. The amplitude of the sine 
wave (Ase) is determined by the demand of rectangular crossings, yielding 

Àse { 1 } Àse 
Ase = - 271" tan( t?) + tan(2t?) = - 271" sin(2t?) · (3.7) 

The equation for the lower valley boundary then becomes: 

y =x tan(t?) +Ase sin(~::+ x). (3.8) 

Here, x is a constant, dependent on the energy of the fi.rst orbit (i.e. the position 
of the first rectangular crossing): 

X ~ -271" /o 
.ó..i' 

(3.9) 

with /o the energy of the first orbit (corresponding to T0 ). Future investigations 
using this model might prove its value for an increase of stability! 
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Chapter 4 

Description of Coupled Focusing 

A more accurate Hamiltonian description of focusing in curvi linear 
coordinates is given. This theory takes full coupZing between horizontal, 
vertical and longitudinal motion into account. The effect of acceleration 
is described by means of a separate Hamiltonian theory on synchrotron 
oscillations. 

4.1 The Basic Hamiltonian 

4.1.1 Curvi Linear Coordinates 

An arbitrary reference orbit may locally be considered as being an are of a circle, 
with radius of curvature p. In a suitably oriented cartesian coordinate system (Xe, 
Ye, ze) with its origin at the local centre of curvature, the electron bunch may be 
descibed by the curvi linear coordinates (x, z, s), given by 

Xe = (p + X) COS ( ~) 

Ye = (p + x) sin ( ~) 
Ze= z. 

( 4.1) 

Here x is a small (outward) median plane displacement rectangular to the circle, s 
is the orbit parameter and za displacement rectangular to the orbit plane. Using 
this definition for the curvi linear coordinates, expressions may be derived for V x ä 
and ~q> (with ä and 4> arbitrary vector- and scalar-fields respectively), yielding 

.... .... 1 [ 8 { ( x) } 8a1
] (V X a)x = -- - 1 + - as - -

1 + ~ 8z p os 
.... .... 1 [8ax 8 { ( x) }] (V X a)z = -- -- - - 1 + - as 

1 +!!! os 8x p 
p 

(4.2) 
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('V X ä)s = Oaz _ Oax 
ax az 

and 

~~---- 1+- - +- --- +- 1+- -1 [ a { ( x) a~ } a { 1 a~ } a { ( x) a~ }] 
- 1 + ~ ax p ax as 1 + ~ as az p az . 

(4.3) 
Here, p depends ons, and for small oscillations we have x< p. 

4.1.2 Vertical Betatron Number in Curvi Linear Coordi
nates 

For the vertical oscillations around an arbitrary reference orbit, the vertical beta
trou number Qz is generally defined by the equation 

.. 2Q~ 0 z +w zZ = (4.4) 

with w the revolution frequency, z the vertical displacement and dots representing 
time-derivatives. The force acting on a partiele with a certain vertical displacement 
is then given by 

We assume lvxl < lvsl ~ v and find 

From V x Ë = Ö, we derive in curvi linear coordinates 

aBx 
az 

in first order, since Bx is zero on the reference orbit (z = 0). Then 

_ ev aBz z= ----z 
1mo ax 

and using v = wp, with w = eBz/'Ymo we find 

z+w ---- z=O. - 2 ( P aBz) 
Bz ax 

Consequently, the final expession for the vertical betatron number is 

Q~ _ _ .!!._ aBz 
z- Bz ax · 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 
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4.1.3 Magnetic Field and Vector Potential in Curvi Lin
ear Coordinates 

For future use, a second order expression for the vector potential of the magnetic 
field will be derived. Again, we start with V x Ë = Ö, yielding 

8Bx 8Bz 
8z = 8x 

8Bz = (1 + .:_) 8Bs. 
8s p 8z 

(4.11) 

Then, a first order expansion of the magnetic field around the reference orbit is 
given by 

Bx = 8Bzz 
8x 

Bz = Bz 

Bs = _1_8Bzz 
1 + ~ 8s ' 

(4.12) 

since Bs is zero on the reference orbit. The lowest order vector potential Ä for this 
field is 

(4.13) 

which may easily be verified by calculating Ë =V x Ä in curvi linear coordinates: 

B _ 8As 
x- 8z 

Bz = _1 {8Ax _ !.__ ((1 +.:_)A,)} 
1 + ~ 8s 8x p 

B __ 8Ax 
5

- 8z 

(4.14) 

where Az = 0 has already been substituted. The formulae for the components of 
Ä can now be expanded in x. It will turn out thatfor asecondorder expansion of 
the basic Hamiltonian to be performed in the next section, only A5 is needed up 
to second degree. For Ax and Az first degree will suffi.ce, leading to Ax :=:::::: 0 and 
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Az = 0. For As we find 

2 a Bz ( x) /
2 

( x') ( , a Bz) , ! z -- - 1 - - 1 + - Bz + x -- dx 
2 ax p p ax' 

0 

~ !z28Bz- Bzx- ~ (8Bz- B) x2. 
2 8x 2 8x p 

(4.15) 

Now we substitute equation (4.10) and find 

- 2Bz 1 (Bz QzBz) 2 -Bzx-!Qzz -+- -+-- x 
2 p 2 p p 

B,p{ -;- !Q, (;)' + !(1 +Q,) (;)'} · (4.16) 

This expression for As can now he substituted in the basic Hamiltonian. 

4.1.4 Expansion of the Basic Hamiltonian 

The general expression for the Hamiltonian descrihing the motion of a relativistic 
partiele in an arbitrary external field is written as 

(4.17) 

with E0 the electron rest mass and p the momenturn vector. In our curvi linear 
coordinate system we get 

1-lo = 

(4.18) 

This Hamiltonian cannot he written as an expansion of small variables, since P, is 
large. Therefore, we use a generating function G of the form 

G(P,, s, t) = s(Po- P,)- VoPst (4.19) 

with Po the equilibrium momenturn and v0 the equilibrium velocity, yielding 

- 8G 
1-lo = 1-lo + at = 1-lo- VoP, 

fJG -s = -- =vot+s 
8Ps 

(4.20) 

... 8G 
Ps = - Os = -Po + Ps. 
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Then we get 

Ro= 2 2 2 2 2 2 Po + Ps -( - )2 
Eo+cPx +cPz +c (

1
+!) -eAs -vo(Po+Ps)· ( 4.21) 

For convenience, we transfarm this Hamiltonian from the variables (Px, ft Pz, x, 
s, z) to a new set of dimensionless variables (px, p5 , Pz, x, s, z). Moreover, we 
switch from a treatment per second to a treatment per radian, i.e. we introduce a 
new time unit T. This entire transformation is given by the set of equations 

x Px 
x=-

/4, 
Px=-

Po 

"'fS Ps 
( 4.22) s=- Ps=-

/4, "'(Po 
z Pz 

z=-
/4, 

Pz =-
Po 

vot - Ho r=- 1-lo = --
/4, voPo 

with /4, the length of the equilibrium orbit, divided by 271'. The specific use of "Y 
in the transformations fors and Ps will turn out to he convenient later on. At this 
point we also introduce the time-dependent quantity TJ according to 

so that, for example, we get 

/4, 
TJ = -, 

p 

x /4,x _ 
- = -- = TJX. 
p p/4, 

( 4.23) 

(4.24) 

We can now find asecondorder expansion of the new Hamiltonian H0 , which is 
given by 

14, = vo~o Eg+ c'PJR + c'PJR + c' ( Po~l++q:-)- eA,)'- (1 + 'l'ii.) (4.25) 

with 
As= (Bzp) { -TJX -l QzTJ2z2 + l (1 + Qz)TJ2x2

}. (4.26) 

Expanding the s-term of the root of the above Hamiltonian yields 

Po(1 + "YPs) _ eA ~ 
1 + TJX s 

Po ( (1 + "YPs) ( 1 - TJX + TJ 2x2
) + { TJX - i (1 + Qz)TJ2x + i QzrJ2z2

}] 

~Po [1 + "YPs + t{1- Qz)TJ2X2
- TJ"YPsX + ~ QzTJ2z2

] (4.27) 
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Squaring this expression and expanding the full square root of the Hamiltonian 
yields 

'Ho -
1
R [E~ + P~c2{1 + 21Ps + P! + ~ + 1 2ïf: + (1- Qz)7J2x2+ 

Vo o 
1 

-2771PsX + Qz772
.Ï2}] 

2 - (1 + 1Ps) 

~ ; 2 {1 + f3 2 (TPs + ! P! + ! ~ + ! 12iJ: + !(1 - Qz)7J2X2 + 

-7]1PsX2 + ! Qz772z2) - 1 f34(21Ps?} - (1 + 1Ps)· ( 4.28) 

Here E is the total electron energy and use is made of the equalities 

(32 = PJc
2 = 1 _ (Eo) 2 

= 1 _ _!_ = (vo) 2 = voPo. 
E5 + PJ c2 E 12 c E 

( 4.29) 

Then the expression for Ro becomes 

'Ho= (f31)- 2 + {!P! +!~+!iJ:+ !(1- Qz)772X2 + !Qz7J2z2 -771Psx}. (4.30) 

The term (!31)- 2 can he neglected as it does not contribute to the equations of 
motion. If we now define 

(4.31) 

the final expression for the second order expansion of the basic Hamiltonian de
scribing non-accelerated motion of a relativistic partiele in a static magnetic field 
in curvi linear coordinates is 

'LJ - 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 Q- -2 1 Q- -2 - -n.o- 2Px + 2Pz + 2Ps + 2 xX + 2 zZ -7]1PsX· (4.32) 

We conclude that, in the absence of space charge, only the longitudinal and hori
zontal motion are coupled, as expressed by the p5 x-term. This effect is caused by 
dispersion in the bending magnets (77 i= 0) and·will actually rotate the bunch in the 
x-8-plane. Vertical motion, however, is not influenced by longitudinal (momentum) 
deviations in the bunch. 

4.2 Synchrotron Oscillations 

4.2.1 Introduetion 

Although the Hamiltonian 'Ho derived in the former section takes longitudinal 
oscillations (s, p5 ) into account, it does not describe the effect of focusing by accel
eration: only one reference orbit of a given central energy is studied. This section 
describes the synchrotron oscillations caused by RF-focusing [HAG89]. 
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4.2.2 Matrix Theory 

A matrix description of synchrotron oscillations has already been given in [KAP78) 
and [DEL89). In short, the matrix theory relates the change of longitudinal roo
menturn deviation ~( 6P) to the the phase deviation 6</>, and the change of phase 
deviation ~( 6</>) to the momenturn deviation 6P by means of a matrix A descrihing 
one accelerated revolution. For stability, the trace of the matrix has to lie between 
-2 and 2, yielding a stabie synchronous phase </>. when it lies in the interval 

0 < </>. < arctan ( h
21r) , (4.33) 

with h the harmonie number (see equation (1.8)), and an oscillation frequency lis 

("tune") equal to 

lis= 
h tan( </>.) 

27r 
( 4.34) 

The highest value allowed for </>. then is </>s,max ~ 32.5° at h = 1. As discussed 
in [KAP78), the optimum synchronous phase is found when the matrix trace is 
approximately equal to zero, as the oscillation amplitudes have a minimum for 
that value. This leads to 

</>s,opt ~ arctan ( h
11r) ( 4.35) 

or, for h = 1, </>s,opt ~ 18° and lis ~ 0.23, implying one full oscillation every four 
revolutions. 

4.2.3 Hamiltonian Theory 

Basic Equations 

We now investigate the synchrotron oscillations by way of a Hamiltonian descrip
tion. A momenturn deviation 6P causes a change of phase deviation ~(6</>) due to 
dispersion in the bending magnets. The drift regions do not contri hu te to ~( 6</>) 
and therefore the difference between a RTM and a classica! microtron disappears. 
We find 

( 4.36) 

Additionally, a phase deviation 6</> causes a change of momenturn deviation ~( 6P) 
as the electron is accelerated at a different phase of the RF cavity wave: 

~(6P) = el~av {cos(</>s + 6</>)- cos(</>.)}. 
c 

(4.37) 

Since the properties we want to derive from the Hamiltonian (such as the tune) 
are defined per radian instead of per revolution, we first switch to a treatment per 
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radian and obtain 

~(bef>) -
2

7r bP 
eB À aF 

~( bP) ~ _ e Vc:av sin( c/>s) bef>. 
27rc 

A further sealing is obtained by setting 

such that 

bP = 
2

7r bP 
eBÀRF 

~(bef>) - bP 

_ h tan( c/>s) bef>. 
27r 

With these transformations, a Hamiltonian of the following form results: 

(4.38) 

( 4.39) 

(4.40) 

(4.41) 

A more advanced ab initio derivation of this Hamiltonian turns out to be possible. 
It is currently being developed and therefore not included in this report. From the 
Hamiltonian readily follows the oscillation frequency v5 

h tan( cf>s) 
27r 

(4.42) 

which clearly agrees with the result from matrix theory (equation (4.34)). In the 
Hamiltonian, two corrections can be made: :fi.rst, the potential term is actually 
more complicated (note the "~"-sign in equation (4.38)), and secondly, the b
shaped acceleration (i.e. at one specific position) has incorrectly been replaced by 
a smooth one. This smooth acceleration in the above Hamiltonian is most clearly 
represented in equation ( 4.38), which expresses the fact that every radian of the 
revolution contributes to an increase of momentum. 

The Extended Potential Function 

The unapproximated expression for the derivative of momenturn deviation is 

~(bP) = e~av (cos( cl>.+ bef>)- coscf>.) =- :(:;)" 

Since the potential U in the Hamiltonian obeys the equation 

au 
8( bef>) 

8?-ls ---
8( bef>) 

(4.43) 

(4.44) 
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and since any constant term in the potential can he neglected, we find the following 
expression for U: 

/
61/> 81-ls ( )' e Ycav { . ( ) } U=- 8(8</>)'d8</> =--c- sm</>8+8</> -8</>cos<f>,. ( 4.45) 

Therefore, sin(</>.) must he replaced by the expression between the curly brackets 
in the above equation. The new Hamiltonian for 8P and 8</> becomes 

- --2 h 2 
1-ls = ~ 8P - </> (sin( <l>s + 8</>) - 8</> cos </>8) 8</> . 

411' cos 8 
( 4.46) 

For small values of 8</> this Hamiltonian equals the former one. We now may find 
the fixed points ( one stabie and one unstable) and the momenturn acceptance. The 
fixed points are found by the equation 

8
( ~</>) (sin(</>. + 8</>) - 8</> cos </>8) = cos(</>. + 8</>) - cos</>. = 0. 

We conclude (also using the second derivative of the potential) 

Stabie point for 

U nstable point for 
8</> = 0; 

8</> = -2</>8. 

( 4.4 7) 

( 4.48) 

The potential fundion has got a sine-like shape withalocal minimum at 8</> = 0 and 
alocal maximum at 8</> = -2</>8. Furthermore, from equation (4.45) we conclude 
that U(8</> = -2</>8) ~ U(8</> = </>.), i.e. the full phase-width of the top of the 
potential-well is 3</>,. The maximum momenturn acceptance is given by 

--2 h h 
~8P = U(-2</>8)-U(O) = </> (2sin</>8-2</>8cos</>.) = -(tan</>,-</>8). (4.49) 

211' cos 8 11' 

Defining N>.,magn as the number of RF wavelengtbs in the bending magnets, using 
the equations for isochronism, and rev~rsing the applied scalings, we find 

(
8P) 1 2h -- - N -(tan(</>.)- </>.). 
Po max >.,magn 11' 

(4.50) 

Some numerical values are given in table 4.1. 
In the RTM, acceleration takes place at one specific position. Since there is no 

difference between the RTM and a classica! microtron in this theory, the obits may 
he regarcled as being circular. The position of acceleration can then he defined 
by an angle 0, with the cavity at 0 = 0. In the Hamiltonian derived above, the 
0-dependent potential function has actually been replaced by its average over 211'. 
When the 0-dependency is explicitely included, it should he removed by suitable 
transformations. This procedure is discussed in the section below. 
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Table 4.1: Some numerical values of the maximum momenturn spread allowed. 

I </>s (deg) I </>. (rad) I N>.,magn I h I Vs I (~) 
ma:z: 

I (c5</>)max (deg) I 
5 0.0873 4 1 0.12 3.0 ·10-3 5.8 
10 0.1745 4 1 0.17 8.4 ·10-3 11.5 
15 0.2618 4 1 0.20 15.4 ·10-3 17.3 
5 0.0873 12 1 0.12 1.0 ·10-3 5.8 
10 0.1745 12 1 0.17 2.8 ·10-3 11.5 
15 0.2618 12 1 0.20 5.1 ·10-3 17.3 

The Elimination of the 0-dependency 

The Hamiltonian may he written either with a c5( 0) or with an expansion in Fourier 
coefficients, respectively given by 

-rls 

rls 

1 c5 p2 h tan </>. c5 -~,.2 h(O). 
2 + 2 '+' ' 

- !c5P2 + htan</>sh</>2 (1 + 'f 2cos(n0)). 
411' n>O 

( 4.51) 

(4.52) 

We will use equation ( 4.51) as we proceed. First we transfarm the canonical pair 
( c5 P, h</>) to action and angle variables ( J, 0). We do this with a generating function 
G1 of the form [COR60] 

yielding 

J2Jwo sin(cp- woO) 

/ri cos( cp - w0 0) 

- aal -
- rls + 80 = rls - woJ. 

For looking at a resonance near w0 = ! , we just fill in this value: 

The new Hamiltonian is 

hP - JJ sin( cp - ! 0) 

h</> - N cos( cp- i 0). 

Rs = rls - woJ = rls - ! J = 2Jh tan( </>.)h(O) cos2( cp- ! 0) + 
-!J cos2(cp- !0) = 

(4.53) 

(4.54) 

(4.55) 

2J h tan( </>.)h( 0) cos2( cp) - ! J (1 + cos(2cp - 0)) . ( 4.56) 
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Only now, this expression may he averaged over 0, yielding 

(Rs) Jh tan </>. 
--

2
71'-----'-( 1 + cos( 2<p)) - 1 J = 

J{(htan</>. _ !) + htan</>. cos(2<p)}. 
271' 4 271' 

(4.57) 

Then, the distance from the resonance is given hy 

( 
. ) h tan </>. 1 

D1stance to Resonance = - -. 
271' 4 

( 4.58) 

lnstahility occurs when a certain value of <p makes (fis) equal to ( or even less 

than) zero. Thus, the maximum value for </>.is found hy demanding the occurence 
of this instahility, yielding 

2 
h tan </>s,max 1 

- - ::::} 
271' 4 

tan </>s,max 
71' 

( 4.59) 
4h' 

For h = 1 we find <l>s,max = 38.1°. This value has to he compared to the value of 
32.5° resulting from the matrix theory. The difference is caused hy the averaging 
procedure. Therefore, the oscillating terros will he transformed to higher order hy 
a canonical transformation. The non-averaged Hamiltonian is of the form 

fis= J (h tan </>. - !) + Jh tan </>. cos(2<p) + (OSC). 
271' 4 271' 

( 4.60) 

The "OSC" -term represents the oscillatory terros of the Hamiltonian, which are 
given hy (this time using the Fourier expansion): 

(OSC) = 2Jhtan(</>.)cos2(<p) ~ cos(nO)- !J cos(2<p- 0) 
71' LJ 4 

n=l 

Jh tan</>. 
~ (1 + cos(2<p)) cos 0 - 1 J cos(2<p - 0) 

71' 
Jh tan</>1 

-
2

71' (2 cos 0 + cos(2<p - 0) + cos(2<p + 0)) + 
-1 J cos(2<p - 0). 

We represent these oscillatory terros as 

(OSC) = J n(O,cp). 

We then use a generating function G2 of the form: 

( 4.61) 

(4.62) 

(4.63) 
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with 

- ( 8U2) J = J 1 + 8'{) ; cp = cp + u2 (4.64) 

-:::::::. - -8U2 
1ls = 'Hs - J 

80 
. 

Now we find 

/frs) = J { (h tan <l>s - ~) + h tan <l>s cos(2cp) + (8U2 8U2) } 
\ 271' 4 271' 8cp 8() 8 

J{(htan</>8 1 htan</>8 1) (htan</>8 htan</>s) (2 )} 
- 271' - 4 + 471' - 16 + 271' + 471' cos '{) 

J { (3h tan <Ps _ ~) + 3h tan <l>s cos(2cp )} ( 4.65) 
471' 16 471' 

with (· · ·} 8 denoting averaging over 0. Analogously toa former derivation, we find 
</>s,max from the latter equation by 

2 
3h tan </>s,max 

471' 

tan </>s,max 

5 
16 ::::} 
1071' 
48h' 

( 4.66) 

For h = 1 we get <l>s,max = 33.2°, showing better agreement with the matrix theory. 
In this result only the most important terms are taken into account (see equa
tion ( 4.61) ). Therefore, oscillatory terms are still present after the transformation 
(again, they have been averaged out). They are, however, much smallerand after 
a second transformation they will show quadratically smaller constant terms. 

4.2.4 Alteration of the Basic Hamiltonian 

In order to include smooth longitudinal focusing in the basic Hamiltonian ( equa
tion (4.32), which we shall refer to as "betatron Hamiltonian"), we first transform 
the Hamiltonian of equation (4.41) (the "synchrotron Hamiltonian") from the co
ordinates (8P, 8</>) to the canonical variables (p5 , s) by way of the relations 

{4.67) 
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Substituting these equations, we find 

'1.J _ 1 2 ~ 1 (h tan <Ps) ~ 
fi.S - 2 Ï Ps + 2 2 2 8 • 

'lr/ 
( 4.68) 

Note that the betatron and the synchrotron Hamiltonians are not only expressed 
with equal canonical variables but also with radians as their unit of time. Thus, 
no further sealing of either one without changing the other as wellis allowed. 

We now want to "join" both Hamiltonians by adding a potential term t Q5S2 
to the betatron Hamiltonian, with Q5 determined by the synchrotron Hamiltonian. 
However, we are facing two (related) problems: first, the synchrotron Hamiltonian 
has a t ï 2P': term instead of the more convenient tiJ:, and secondly the betatron 
Hamiltonian has a coupling term between the x- and 8-directions. When the lat
ter problem is solved by applying an appropriate transformation of the betatron 
Hamiltonian, we get a new uncoupled betatron Hamiltonian in which the canonical 
variables have hardly changed, but in which the K-term is approximately of the 
form [COR82] 

( 4.69) 

for ï ~ 1 and in the absence of field gradients. Evidently, the removal of the x-8-
coupling gives a K -term which is similar to the one in our synchrotron Hamiltonian 
(i.e. with a 1 2 coefficient ), yet with a negative unit of time, as expressed by 
the minus sign in equation ( 4.69). Thus, we can consider our coupled betatron 
Hamiltonian to he one with the same iJ:-term as our synchrotron Hamiltonian! So, 
if we now add the potential term of our synchrotron Hamiltonian with a negative 
sign as well and retransform it to the original set of canonical variables in which 
the x-8-coupling reappears, we expect the potential term to he of the form 

(4.70) 

with 

( 4. 71) 

We are aware of the fact that this derivation for the longitudinal potential is not a 
very accurate one, although we believe it to he plausible. The ab initio derivation 
of the synchrotron Hamiltonian that is currently being developed ( and which has 
been mentioned before) will directly point out the precise expression for this po
tential, but instead of waiting for the results of that derivation, we already wanted 
to experiment a little with an approximate expression. The correctness of this ap
proximate potential must appear from the calculations in the next chapter. In fact, 
there is one property of the Hamiltonian that can easily he verified by numerical 
calculations: in the absence of space charge, the longitudinal oscillation frequency 
must he independent of energy. We shall test this property in the next chapter. 
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The final Hamiltonian that includes non-accelerated longitudinal RF focusing 
is thus given by the expression 

'1.J - 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 Q- -2 1 Q- -2 1 Q- ~ - -n.o - 2 Px + 2 Pz + 2 Ps + 2 xX + 2 zZ + 2 sS -1]'YPsX· (4.72) 

From this Hamiltonian, the time evolution of the second moments of the bunch 
may he calculated. This procedure will he explained in the next chapter, where 
first a space charge term is added to the basic Hamiltonian above. 



Chapter 5 

The Effect of Space Charge 

A space-charye potentialis added to the basic Hamiltonian as derived in 
Chapter 4. By assuming a linear electric field in the electron bunches, 
a closed set of differential equations is obtained, descrihing the time 
evolution of the second moments. The effect of the space charge term 
is shown by comparing the results of a realistic, finite beam current to 
the results of the zero-current case. The possible effect of synchrotron 
radialion is considered. 

5.1 Introduetion 

In general, the effect of mutual electron interactions within a bunch can be de
scribed by adding a potential4> to the basic hamiltonian: 

(5.1) 

This potential describes the net electric field felt by one electron, as caused by 
all other electrans in the bunch. Therefore, the potential 4> is independent of 
momenturn and depends solely on time and position. A suitable expression for 4> 
will be derived insection 5.3, but first an introduetion to second momentsis given. 
In this chapter, we follow the description presented by Kieeven [KLE88]. 

5.2 Second Moments 

A second moment is defined as the expectation value of a product of two canonical 
variables. The word "expectation value" implies the existence of a distibution 
function f(x,p, t). This distribution function is coupled with the space charge 
distribution e(x, t) in curvi linear coordinates by the expression 

00 

e(x, t) ~ e 1 f(x,p, t)dp (5.2) 
-oo 

45 
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and consequently with the space charge potential ~ according to the Poisson equa
tion 

v2~(x, t) = - e(x, t). 
fo 

(5.3) 

The expression for V2 in curvi linear coordinates has already been given in section 
4.1.1. Assuming that x ~ pit reduces to the ordinary expression for V2 in cartesian 
coordinates. However, that expression for ~ is not correct, as it does not include 
the effect of magnetic self-forces. Therefore, we must derive an equation for ~ that 
describes the full force field in the bunch, resulting from both electric and magnetic 
self-fields [KLE90]. The force F acting on a partiele of velocity vis given by the 
equation 

(5.4) 

with l the electric- and B the m~netic self-field of the bunch. Thesefieldscan be 
derived from potentials ~* and A* according to 

V~ ;u 8.Ä.* 
-':I'---at 

T3 - v x .Ä.*. (5.5) 

The equations for the potentials follow from the Maxwell equations: 

(5.6) 

with j the current density in the rest-frame (i.e. the frame of a non-moving ob
server) and {! the charge density in the rest frame. We now assume zero temperature 
in the bunch, meaning that all particles travel with equal velocity v = vës. Then 
the current density is equal to 

J = veës. (5.7) 

A very convenient solution for Ä* can be found by setting .Ä.* = .A:"ës (i.e. ~ = 
A;= 0). The Maxwell equation for .Ä.* reduces to 

( 
..... 2 1 8

2
) A: V - -- = -P,oV{! 

c2 8t2 
(5.8) 

and we conclude that A: is just a multiple of~*: 

(5.9) 
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Substituting this expression for Ä* in the force field 

~ ~ 8A* ~ ~ ( ~ ) :F = e -V<l}*- at+ v x (V x A*) (5.10) 

yields 

e (- 8<1)* + v2 
8<1)*) = _ ..:._ 8<1)* 

8x c2 8x 1 2 8x 

e (- 8<1)* + v2 
8<1)*) = _ _.:_ 8<1)* 

8z c2 8z 12 8z 
(5.11) 

e (- 8<1)* + ~ 8<1)*) . 
8s c2 8t 

The equation for the force in the s-direction can be simplified by neglecting retar
dation effects. This is not entirely correct, as will be discussed in section 5. 7. For 
now, we assume this simplification to be accurate enough due to the small bunch 
size and obtain 

(~- v!_) <!)* = 0 
8t 8s 

which transforms (F)s to 

.... ( 8<1)* v2 8<1)*) e 8<1)* (:F)s = e -- + -- = ----, 
8s c2 8s 1 2 8s 

and thus :f can be rewritten as 

i'= _ _:_V<!)*. 
/2 

We now define the potential <!) according to 

<!) = _!_ <!) * 
/2 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

and by substituting this in the Maxwell equation for <!)*, we derive the final expres
sion for <!) 

( 
82 82 1 82

) .... e(i,t) 
8 2 + 8 2 + 28 2 <l)(x, t) = - 2 • (5.16) 

x z ï s f.oï 

This potential <!) defines the electric and magnetic space charge forces and can 
be added to the basic Hamiltonian. The transformation (5.15) is favourable for 
another reason as well. If one considers the transformation of s ( and thus s) to s as 
given in Chapter 4 (equation (4.22)) it is evident that, thanks to the combination 
of both transformations, the potential in (x, z, 8)-space obeys the ordinary Poisson 
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equation (with appropriate sealing for u)! The second moment (f1 f 2 ) can now he 
defined by 

(5.17) 

the denominator representing normalization with respect to the total number of 
particles in the bunch. Since f(x,p, t) is constant for any observer, traveling with an 
arbitrary partiele in phase space (Liouville's theorem), we derive (for convenience 
in a 1D system) 

dj_ aj dxaj dpaj _ 
0 dt - at + dt ax + dt ap - . (5.18) 

The time derivative of the integrand in the numerator of equation (5.17) is then 
given by 

d ( df2 dfl) dt (r1r2f) = r1 Tt + r2Tt J (5.19) 

and by interchanging phase-space integration and time derivation one easily finds 

(5.20) 

The time-derivatives of r 1 and r 2 can he replaced by the appropriate partial deriva
tives of the Hamiltonian with respect to their canonical conjugates, e.g., using the 
Hamiltonian in (4.72), 

d (--) 
dT SPx (_djjx) (- ds) __ (-aH0 ) (- aHo) 

s d + Pxd - s a- + Px a-
T T X Ps 

-Qx (xS) + (PxPs) + 117 ( (s'Ps) - (x'Px)) (5.21) 

with T the dimensionless time. From this equation we conclude, that the set of 
differential equations that can he obtained for the second moments this way is 
closed, if the Hamiltonian is quadratic in its varia bles. Equation ( 4. 72) clearly 
shows that the basic Hamiltonian meets this demand. The space charge term 
to he added will have to he quadratic as weli, resulting in a linear electric field 
approximation. 

5.3 Quadratic Space Charge Potential 

The basic Hamiltonian as given in equation ( 4. 72) includes direct coupling between 
the x- and s-directions. Due to this coupling, the bunch may rotate in the x-8-plane. 
For a correct description of space charge, the potential must take this coupling into 
account. Moreover, the potential cannot he momenturn dependentand should he 
quadratic, so we conclude that a general expression for <P is given by 

(5.22) 
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For consistency with Chapter 4, we transform to the dimensionless parameters x, 
s and z (see equation (4.22)), and scale ~' t, a, b, ê and d according to 

so that one gets 

- e~ 
~=

VoPo 

ema 
a=--

voPo 

emê 
c=--

voPo 

~ = -!a(r)x2
- !b(r)~- !c(r)z2

- d(r)xs. 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 

This potential is now defined for the same set of canonical variables and with the 
sameunit of time as the basic Hamiltonian of equation ( 4. 72). From this potential, 
the dimensionless, linear electric fields can be derived, yielding 

Ex,O -~! = a(r)x + d(r)s 

Es,O -~! = b(r)s + d(r)x (5.25) 

Ëz,o - ~: = c(r)z. 

The parameters a trough d can now be found by minimizing the weighed, quadratic 
difference between the actual electric field Ë, caused by the distribution f(x,p, t), 
and the linear field Ë0 , i.e. parameter fitting: 

(5.26) 

with A any one of a, b, c and d. The fact that f(x,p, t) appears in this expression 
allows for a transformation to expectation values, yielding the set of equations 

a (x2
) + d (xS) = (xËx) 

(a+ b) (xS} + d ( (x2
) + (~)) = (xËs) + (sËx) 

b (~) + d (xS} = (sËs) 
c(z-2) = (zËz). 

(5.27) 

Here, the parameters a through d are expressed as a function of the known second 
moments and the unknown terms containing the true electric field. The electric 
field of a bunch with ellipsoidal symmetry has been calculated by Sacherer [SAC71]. 
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Note however, that the bunches we consider may have been rotated in the x-8-
plane. Therefore, the field obtained for a non-rotated bunch with given lengths of 
the principal axes must be transformed to our rotated bunch. These calculations 
have been carried out by Kieeven [KLE88), yielding the final expressions for a, b, c 
and d: 

a 

b -

c -

d 

(S2) (xËx)- (x8) (8Ëx) 

(x2 ) (82) - (x8} 2 

(x2
) (8Ës)- (xS) (8Ëx) 

(x2 ) (82)- (xS} 2 

(zËz) 
(?) 

(a- b) (x8) 
(x2) - (82) 

with the electric fields given by 

-{ 1 (Ë ë) 2 1 (ë Ä) . 2 } I ÄK Ä, Ä cos ( + Ë K Ë, Ë sm ( 

-Ï UK(~.~)-~/{(~.~)} sin( cos( 

- (xËs) 

(xËs) 

(8Ëx) 

(8Ës) -

(5.28) 

(5.29) 

Here ( is the bunch rotation angle in the x-8-plane and Ä, Ë and ë represent the 
lengths of the principal axes in the rotated frame, as given by 

2 (xS) 
(82)- (x2 ) 

tan2( 

Ä
2 

- ~ { ( 
1 + co~ 2() ( x

2
) + ( 1 - co~ 2() ( S2)} 

Ë
2 

- ~ { ( 
1 - co~ 2() ( x

2
) + ( 1 + co~ 2() ( S2)} 

ë2 - (-z2). 
The function K(31 , 3 2 ) is given by the integral 

1 

K(S~,S2) =iJ (1 + (2f- 1)w~1 + (2~- 1)w) dw. 
0 

(5.30) 

(5.31) 
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Finally, Ï is the dimensionless bunch-current, given by 

- I 
I=

Io 
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(5.32) 

with I the current averagedover one revolution, and I 0 a reference current, defined 
by 

(5.33) 

with n the number of bunches per turn. Using the pulse selection number Np and 
the equation for synchronous orbit length, one finds for the i'th orbit 

no + ih 27rRo 
ni= 

Np - NpÀRF. 
(5.34) 

Note that, although an ellipsoidal electron distribution in the bunch has been 
assumed, no assumption is made regarding the actual radial distribution. In fact, 
the distribution chosen is expressed solely by parameter À-3, which, as shown by 
Sacherer, is practically constant for all distibutions encountered in practice (e.g. 
uniform, parabolic, gaussian or hollow). For each of these radial distributions, a 
value very near (±3%) 

1 
À-3 = 5J5 ( 5.35) 

is found. We now have expressions for the parameters a through d, fully determined 
by the instantaneous values of the second moments of the bunch and, consequently, 
the space charge potential ~ is known! 

5.4 Equations of Motion 

The full, quadratic Hamiltonian, which is the sum of the basic Harnitonian ( equa
tion ( 4. 72)) and the electric potential ~ of the former section, now reads 

1-l = !~ + !U~x(r)- a(r))x2 + !~ -!TJ(r)xps + !(Q,- b(r))~ + 
-d(r)xs + !~ + !(Qz(r)- c(r))z-2. (5.36) 

Using equation (5.20), one can find a differential equation for each separate second 
moment. The number of second moments equals three for each degree of freedom 
plus four coupling terms between the x- and :S-directions, yielding a total set of 
thirteen equations, given by 

2 {xjjx) 

(~)- (Qx- a) (x2
) + 177 {xjjs) + d {xs} 
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~ (p;) - -2(Qx- a) (xP"x) + 2177 (PxPs) + 2d ('spx) 

d~ (~) - 2 (sP"s) - 2177 (xS) 

d c-) dr SPs - (P:)- 111 (xP"s)- (Qs- b) (s2) + d (xs) 

~ (P:) - -2(Q5 - b) (sp5 ) + 2d (xp5 ) 

d c-) (sP"x) + (xP"s) - 171 ( x2) (5.37) - xs -
dr 

d (--) 
dr PxPs - -(Qx- a) (xP"s) + 111 (P:)- (Qs- b) (sP"x) + d( (xP"x) + (sp,)) 

d c-) dr XPs - (P"xP"s) - ( Qs- b) (xs) + d ( x2) 

d c-) dr SPx (PxPs) - ( Qx- a) (xS) + 177( (sps) - (xP"x)) + d (s2) 

d~ (z2) 2 (zpz) 

d c-) dr zpz - (f?z)- (Qz- c) (z2) 

~ (f?z) - -2(Qz- c) (zpz). 

As can be seen, these form a closed set of differential equations, entirely determined 
by a given set of initia! conditions and hy a given time evolution of the functions 
Qx( r ), Qz( r) and 71( T ), as expressed in the equations ( 4.31) and ( 4.23). 

Note that in the equations for the z-direction, there is now an implicit depen
dency on the x- and 8-directions hy way of the coeffi.cient c( r) of the space charge 
potential. Thus, all three directions are fully coupled. 

5.5 Initia! Conditions 

A very clear vision on the effect of space charge is ohtained, if we choose the initia! 
conditions such that the heam properties would he stationary in the absence of 
space charge. Fora finite heam current, any non-stationary bunch hehaviour (such 
as asciilating dimensions or an increase of momenturn spread) is then fully caused 
hy the space charge potential. To find this special set of initia! conditions, we 
fi.rst remove the space charge potential from the equations of motion (5.37) hy 
setting a = b = c = d = 0. Next, we replace the actual time-dependent quantities 
Qx, Qz and 71 hy their average over one revolution (smoothing) since only then a 
stationary salution can he found. These averaged values can he derived from the 
matrix representation of the orhit integrations in Chapter 3. We obtain a set of 
thirteen linear equations with constant coeffi.cients for thirteen unknown second 
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moments. However, the set turns out to be dependent and three extra equations 
are necessary to find a solution. We can conveniently use this property for setting 
the bunch dimensions: the three supplementary equations then give the values for 
{x2}, (S2) and (.z-2), and the stationary solution is given by: 

{xP'x) = (S'P's) = (xs} = (PxPs) = (zpz) = 0 

{xP's) = ïTJQs ( (x22 - (~)) 
ï 2 'f/2 

- Qx + Qs 

(sP'x) = ïTJ ( x2) - (x P's) 

(~) = Qx (x2)- ïTJ (xP's) 

(P:) = Qs (;s2) + ïTJ (xps) 

(P:.) = Qz (z2
). 

(5.38) 

If we set Q5 = 0, we find from the above equations {xp5 ) = 0 and (.P;) = 0. 
Evidently, a stationary solution for the equations of motion without longitudinal 
focusing does not allow for momenturn spread in the bunch. This, of course, is a 
sensible condition since momenturn spread without RF focusing will most certainly 
blow up the bunch! The inclusion of focusing with Q5 =/= 0 will allow for a finite 
momenturn spread. 

The time evolution of the emittances of the bunch during one revolution can 
be found from the time evolution of the second moments according to 

(5.39) 

and analogue expressions for ê'5 and fz. For a general non-stationary case with 
space charge, of these three emittances, only fz is an integral of motion, as can be 
derived from the last three differential equations in formula (5.37): 

(5.40) 

Due to the coupling between the x- and 8-direction, the fx and ë, emittances are 
no longer constant. It can be verified that the mixed x-8-emittance f(x,s)' defined 
by 

~x.s) = ë! + 2 ( (xs} (P'xPs) - {xP's) (sP'x)) + ~, (5.41) 

is conserved for this coupled system. 
Thanks to the smoothing procedure used for the derivation of initia! conditions 

above, the effect of space charge comes to light as a disturbance of a stationary 
(constant) solution for the second moments. Such calculations are very useful to get 
an idea of the magnitude of the space charge forces. In reality, the non-smoothed 
set of equations has to be used (and even Q5 should be made time-dependent), so 
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in that case the space charge potential actually modulates the already instation
ary bunch behaviour of the zero-current case. These calculations have not been 
performed as yet, but shall be carried out in the near future. Then, full profit 
can be taken from the developed field model (Chapter 2) and the resulting orbit 
integrations (Chapter 3). 

5.6 Results 

From the Hamiltonian description on synchrotron oscillations we infer that the 
maximum phase spread of a bunch of electrans at the optimum</>. = 15° is about 
17°. In practice, only half of this interval will be filled, so we obtain a longitudinal 
RMS bunch size equal to 

Snns = (b</>)max ÀRF ~ 2 mm. 
81r 

(5.42) 

The transverse RMS bunch radius is about Xnns = Znns ~ 1 mm. For a general 
approach, we assume typical values for the radial and vertical external focusing 
forces, given by Qx = 1.2 (or Vx ~ 1.1) and Qz = 0.1 (or Vz ~ 0.3). Sirreespace 
charge effects are largest for small energies, we use T = 5 MeV, so 1 = 10 and 
Ro = 0.10 mat B = 0.2 T. Finally, we assume a homogeneaus magnetic field, so 
TJ=l. 

The peak current in the bunches is about lpeak = 100 A. Using the RMS bunch 
width and the pulse selection number, we find for the average current in one revo
lution: 

(5.43) 

Using the above set of parameters, the initial conditions have been determined 
and the smoothed set of differential equations with non-accelerated longitudinal 
focusing and space charge has been integrated over four revolutions. The results 
are shown in figure 5.1. In this figure, the evolution of the RMS bunch sizes 
and of the momenturn spread is shown. Thé dashed, horizontal lines represent 
the stationary zero-current case. The drawn lines refiect the actual space charge 
behaviour. 

As can be seen, the space charge potential has a 5%-effect on the bunch dirneu
sion in both transverse directions and a 15%-effect in the longitudinal direction. 
The effect on the momenturn spread turns out to be largest, approximately 25%. 

The inclusion of longitudinal focusing is clearly visible in the graphs of srms and 
momenturn spread as a "wave" with lengthof three revolutions. We must, however, 
still test the validity of our approximate longitudinal potential by taking the zero
current case with a non-stationary bunch behaviour (as explained in Chapter 4). 
The longitudinal oscillation frequency obtained from those calculations must be 
independent of energy. The graphs representing these calculations are not shown in 
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Figure 5.1: The time evolution of the RMS bunch dimensions (a) borizontal, (b) 
vertical, (c) longitudinal, and (d) of the RMS momenturn spread during four rev
olutions; refer to the text for more details. 

this report, but in deed an energy-independent frequency of 0.29 was found (confer 
the result of the synchrotron theory: v5 ::::::::: 0.23). So, we conclude that the derived 
approximate expression for Q5 turns out to describe the the RF focusing rather 
well! 

Nonetheless, the applied derivation is rather inaccurate. The actual theory 
( currently being developed) is much more complicated and shall point out the 
"real" potential term to he used. 

We also see that the true values of Vx = 1.2 and Vz = 0.3 are not quite visible in 
the graphs. lnstead, we see "mixed" frequencies, caused by space-charge-coupling 
between the three directions. The graphs refiect a mixed oscillation frequency of 
0.6 horizontally and 0.5 vertically. 

Finally, figure 5.2 shows the bunch rotation angle over these four revolutions. 
This angle turns out he small (less than 0.3 degrees) and also exhibits the approx
imate 1:3 periodicity. 
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Figure 5.2: Bunch rotation angle during four revolutions. 

5. 7 Synchrotron Radiation 

The validity of the above description of space charge effects highly depends on the 
validity of the equation for the electric field, as given by Sacherer and on the way 
it is transformed to the moving frame. The applied electric field is valid in a local 
Lorentz frame of uniform velocity, traveling with the electrons. Moreover, retar
dation effects have been fully neglected. In practice the electrons are continuously 
being accelerated, not by the cavity voltage, but by the curvature of the orbits. 
This may lead to severe problems, as discussed below. 

The electric field of a charged partiele travelling with uniform velocity iJ is given 
by ... ... e r 

E( rj = ------=--__...,.... 
47rto r 312(l - (32 sin2 1/J )3/2 · 

(5.44) 

In this equation ris the vector pointing from the electron to the observer and 1/J is 
the angle betweenrand the velocity vector i}. This expression has actually been 
used in the space charge theory above. 

For a circular orbit of radius p and of angular frequency w we can write 

iJ - (3(- sin(wt), cos(wt)) 

iJ - -f3w(cos(wt),sin(wt)), (5.45) 

and we clearly see that the electron has a finite acceleration liJI at all times t. Due 
to this finite acceleration, a different expression for Ë has to he used. The field 
caused by an electron in an arbitrary, accelerated orbit can he derived from the 
Liénard-Wiechert potentials given by [JAC75]: 

... e 1 
<t>(e, t) = 47rto R'(l _iJ'. n') 
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Ä({, t) p0ec iJ' 
- 4;-- R'(l - P'. ii') (5.46) 

In these potentials, the primes refer to retarded values, meaning that the quantities 
should he evaluated at the time of "photon emission." The retarded time t' and 
position i' are determined by the equation . 

R' = c(t- t') = l{(t)- X'(t')l, (5.4 7) 

i.e. the time the photon needs to travel from x'(t') to the observer at {(t) is equal 
to the time the electron needs to get from i'(t') to x(t) (see figure 5.3). So, P' and 

~(t) 
x(tJ 

~(!) 

Figure 5.3: Calculation of retarded position. 

ii' are the velocity vector and unity vector from electron to observer at retarded 
time t' respectively. The electric field following from these potentials is written as 

E t =- ~ +- ~ . ~ ~ e [ ii' - iJ' 1 ii' x H ii' - iJ') x Pl] 
(Ç,) 47rto 12(1-/3'·n')a(R')2 c (I-f3'·n')aR' 

(5.48) 

The first term between the brackets represents the usual "space charge" field, the 
second term represents the "synchrotron field." The notion of retardation makes 
this formula hard to use. Even foranobserver at a short distance from the radi
ating electron (viz. another electron in the bunch) the retarded distance R' may 
he as large as the radius of curvature, highly dependent on the precise, relative 
orientation of both electrons. No simple, analytica! formula could he found to ex
press the retarded position i' as a direct function of the current position x for an 
arbitrary observer position {. 

For a coarse estimate of the ratio of the space charge term and the synchrotron 
term in the above electric field equation, we neglecLthe specific vector charader
istics and obtain 

(5.49) 
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As can be seen, a factor 1 2 appears, making the synchrotron term especially im
portant at high energies. Moreover, the ratio R' / p is not a small quantity and does 
not compensate for the 1 2-behaviour. 

One might be tempted to seek a solution in the fact that the large values for 
R' cause small electric fields, i.e. the synchrotron term is important only when the 
total field is negligibly small. This, however, turns out to be a false assumption. 
As an example, one might take the case in which the observer at {is directly being 
pointedat by the retarded velocity iJ'. In that case we get 

1 __ 1_.....,2 2 

( 1 - iJ' . n') - 1 - f3 ""' 1 (5.50) 

and the electric field will "explode." In deed, very large peaks ("spikes") in the 
force fields exist, as has been shown by Haselhoff [HAS90]. 

At this moment, no real solution for this problem has been found, but we 
strongly belief that the synchrotron forces will not be quite as large as predicted 
by this simple - yet analytically hard to describe - two-electron model. If they 
were that large, they would certainly blow up the bunches and beams in all high
cmrent high-energy circular accelerators currently operational world-wide, which 
is evidently contradictory to experience! 



Conclusions and 
Recommendations 

Transverse focusing in the homogeneous dipole magnets of a racetrack mierotrou 
(RTM) can he greatly improved by mounting a triangular low-field region (valley) 
in both dipoles. This, however, causes a non-homogeneous median plane magnetic 
field. 

Using symmetrie, two-dimensional Poisson calculations together with some as
sumptions necessary for reconstructing the actually non-symmetrie field of these 
non-homogeneous dipole magnets of the RTM, a model descrihing the median
plane magnetic field in those dipoles for an arbitrary valley geometry can he set 
up. This model includes the effect of (interacting) fringe fields caused by the various 
edges in the dipole. The accuracy of the model must he verified by future field
measurements in the real dipoles, but as yet we assume the model to he feasible 
and have used it for all calculations. 

From reference orbit integrations through the obtained median-plane dipole 
fields it has been concluded that alterations of the valley shape are necessary in 
order to maintain closed orbits of specific isochronie lengths. Without those alter
ations, the orbits are much too short (typically 20 to 60% of the RF wavelength) 
and require large corrector fields fora perfectly closed 360° bend (up to 200 mT). 
When an iterative alteration of the valley is applied, these figures can he reduced 
to 1% and 1 mT respectively. 

Cutting off the valley at a certain distance from the main dipole edge provides a 
more homogeneous field at the entrance of the dipoles, resulting in a huge reduction 
of its defocusing effect, but does not allow for closed, isochronie orbits at low 
energies. The properties of the orbits with the lowest energies must he examined 
separately. 

Stability calculations for the magnets with closed, isochronie orbits and a cut
off valley show that no magnet contiguration can he found that provides stabie 
transverse focusing for all energies required. Since vertical focusing is generally 
more critical than horizontal focusing, an optimum has been found by demanding 
at least stabie vertical behaviour for all energies. Moveover, an optimum with a 
broad and deep valley has been preferred for practical reasons. This resulted in a 
contiguration in which the valley has a relative magnetic field strength of 42% and 
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an angular width of 19°. 
lf a valley with improved focusing properties is required, a solution can be 

found in the "staircase valley'' which reduces the defocusing effect of the lower 
valley boundary. 

Longitudinal RF focusing can be described by both a matrix- and Hamilto
nian theory. Both theories yield a stabie interval for the synchronous phase of 
approximately 33°, with an optimum near the middle (at 18°), and a synchrotron 
oscillation frequency of 0.23. The Hamiltonian theory is improved when the un
approximated potential and the position of acceleration are taken into account. A 
more advanced ab initio derivation of the applied Hamiltonian is necessary and 
therefore currently being developed. 

For the description of space charge, a quadratic potential term, descrihing the 
linear part of the internal electric and magnetic fields of the bunch, is added to 
the basic Hamiltonian, which describes coupled betatron oscillations. Additionally, 
an approximate longitudinal potential term can be added in order to include non
accelerated RF focusing. From the resulting Hamiltonian the time evolution of the 
second moments of the bunch can be found by deriving a set of thirteen first-order 
differential equations. 

The initial conditions for these differential equations can be chosen such that 
the space charge potential comes to light as a disturbance of the stationary bunch 
behaviour in the zero current case. This approach requires smoothing of the time
dependent coefficients in the set of differential equations. Using realistic values for 
the bunch dimensions and bunch current (100 A peak), the space charge potential 
turns out to have a 5 to 25% effect on the bunch-size and momenturn spread at an 
energy of 5 Me V. 

Future investigations must examine the effect of the actual time-dependency of 
the coefficients in the differential equations. Then full profit can he taken from the 
reference orbit integrations through the non-homogeneous dipoles. 

The above theory on space charge neglects retardation as well as the continuous 
acceleration of electrons in curved orbits. Using a simple two-electron model, it 
can be shown that an electric field that does .include both phenomena can cause 
large force fields in the bunches, yet it turns out to be difficult to incorporate that 
model in existing theories. Moreover, we belief that the forces predicted by the 
two-electron model are contradictory to experience. Therefore, a new model must 
be developed to descri he or accurately estimate the true force field, taking also into 
account a realistic many-electron distribution in the bunches. 

On the whole, it can be concluded that neither space charge nor fringe fields 
can be neglected in stability calculations. 
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